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BURN SAVER DEVICE slow to be useful in some cases tens of minutes ) since 
temperatures and radiant heat fluxes can change in a matter 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED of seconds . 
APPLICATIONS Heat is transferred to the firefighter ( and his / her PPE ) by 

5 three different mechanisms : convection , radiation and con 
The present application claims the benefit of the provi- duction . Convective heat transfer is important because it can 

sional application No. 61 / 895,322 filed Oct. 24 , 2013 ( titled cause failure in the firefighter's PPE . In the context of 
BURN SAVER DEVICE , by Girish Srinivas , Michael Kar- firefighting , convection transfers energy by contact of heated 
puk , Steven Gebhard and Joe Fredrickson ) , which is incor- air with the PPE that is at a lower temperature . The general 
porated by reference herein . The present invention also 10 expression for the net heat flux ( Btu / ft² / hr ) is given by 
claims the benefit of non - provisional application Ser . No. Equation 1 , where hcony is the convective heat transfer 
14 / 523,516 filed Oct. 24 , 2014 ( titled BURN SAVER coefficient , a proportionality constant , that has a value that 
DEVICE by Girish Srinivas , Michael Karpuk , Steven Geb- depends on the geometry of the object being heated ( or 
hard and Joe Fredrickson ) , which is incorporated by refer- cooled ) , its orientation relative to the direction of air flow , 
ence herein . ) Provisional application No. 61 / 895,322 and 15 and the velocity of the air . Either direct measurement or 
non - provisional application Ser . No. 14 / 523,516 are not semi - empirical correlations can used to determine the value 
admitted to be prior art with respect to the present invention of hcony . In free convection , fluid flow causes heat transfer 
by its mention in the background or cross - reference section . as a result of buoyancy differences in the fluid adjacent to the 

object when there is a difference between the object's 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 20 surface temperature and the temperature of the fluid . Since 

SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT the fluid velocity is relatively low , free convection heat 
transfer coefficients tend to be low ( e.g. h - 5-50 W / m²K ) . In 

This invention was made using U.S. government funding forced convection , the fluid flows much faster and the heat 
through the U.S. Department of Homeland Security contract transfer coefficients can be much larger ( e.g. 50-2500 
HSHQDC - 13 - C - 00042 . The government has certain rights 25 w / mºK ) . 
in this invention . Equation 9. Heat flux by convection : 

35 

- 

? 

BACKGROUND q / A = hcon AT = hconv ( T2 - T1 ) 

Firefighting personnel need to know when the environ- 30 The most dangerous source of heat in a fire is infrared ( IR ) 
radiation and the greatest amount of its energy comes from ment they are operating in is too hot for their personal 

protective equipment ( PPE ) . Often , it is the face piece of the flame emission . Since IR is electromagnetic radiation and 
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus ( SCBA ) that is the first travels at the speed of light , changes in IR emission are felt 
component to fail in a high temperature environment , which as quickly as the source temperature changes . The wave 
can lead to catastrophic accidents ( FIG . 1 . lengths which carry the most energy at fire temperatures are 

Mensch et al . 2011 , Donnelly et al . 2006 have classified between a = 0.25 um and 1 = 6 um . The energy of electro 
fires based on the surrounding air temperature and radiative magnetic ( EM ) radiation Ex , in terms of wavelength is given 
heat flux to which the firefighter is exposed ( FIG . 2 ) . Class by Equation 2 , where h is Planck’s constant ( 6.62x10-34 m² 
I fires have air temperatures of 10-100 ° C. ( 50-212 ° F. ) with kg / s ) , à is the wavelength in meters , and c is the speed of 
heat fluxes of 0.1-1 kW / m² ( whichever comes first ) . Class I 40 light in vacuum ( 3x108 m / s ) . With these units E , is in Joules . 
fires are routinely encountered and one can work for about Equation 10. EM energy as a function of wavelength : 
25 min under these conditions while wearing ordinary PPE 
( turnout gear and SCBA ) . Class II fires are more serious hplank C with air temperatures of 100-160 ° C. ( 212-320 ° F. ) and / or EX 
heat fluxes of 1.0-2.0 kW / m² , and while routinely encoun- 45 
tered , exposure is limited to about 15 min . Class III fires are 
dangerous and less than 5 min should be spent in a Class III The wavelength corresponding to the highest energy 
fire ; temperatures are on the order of 160-260 ° C. ( 320-500 ° emitted by a hot object depends on its temperature and obeys 
F. ) with heat fluxes of 2.0-10.0 kW / m² . Class IV fires are Plank's radiation law ( FIG . 3 ) , which is described by 
extremely dangerous and represent conditions that can be 50 Equation 3 , where kg is Boltzmann's constant ( kg = 1.380x 
lethal . The temperatures that accompany Class IV fires are 10-23 m2 kg / s / K ) ( Bird et al . 1960 ) . While this equation 
at least 260 ° C. ( 500 ° F. ) and can be as high as 1000 ° C. applies only for a perfect radiator ( i.e. a blackbody ) it 
( 1832 ° F. ) if a flash over occurs . Heat fluxes of at least 10 illustrates why wavelengths between 0.25 um and 6 um are 
kW / m² are present , and have been measured to be as high as the most dangerous for firefighters ; Sa ) is at its maximum 
100 kW / m² during a flashover . Because flashovers are prac- 55 at these wavelengths at typical fire temperatures ( FIG . 4 ) . 
tically impossible to predict with any significant lead time , Equation 11. Planck's law for intensity [ S ( a ) ] as a func 
immediate withdrawal is required when Class IV conditions tion of source temperature ( T ) 
are detected . Under Class IV conditions , the firefighter's 
PPE will rapidly fail , in particular the faceplate of the 
SCBA , which is made from high - temperature polycarbonate 60 20ch 

s ( a ) = that has a maximum operating temperature of about 200 ° C. 25 
elk BT – 1 A general problem is that modern PPE is so effective at 

protecting firefighters that it is difficult for them to know if 
the external environment has become dangerous until it may Unlike convection and conduction where the driving force 
be too late . To address this issue a Personal Alert Safety 65 for heat transfer is the linear difference between the hot and 
System ( PASS ) devices can incorporate temperature detec- cold temperatures ( i.e. AT = Thor - Tcold ) , the driving force for 
tors . Unfortunately , the response time of these devices is too radiative heat transfer is ( T24-11 ) , which makes small 

hc 



Bi = 
k 

20 

25 mCp 
T = 
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increases in the source temperature ( TW ) have a large effect Equation 14. Biot number : 
on the amount of energy radiated . The net radiative heat flux 
is given by 

Equation 4 , where F is the view ( configuration ) factor , o hrad L 

is the Stefan - Boltzmann constant ( o = 5.67x10-8 W / m² / K4 ) 5 
and ? is the emissivity . 

Equation 12. Thermal radiation heat flux . The Biot number is a dimensionless number that repre 
sents the ratio of heat transfer into the object ( hradL ) divided 

q / A = hcon AT = hcony cony ( T2 - T1 ) by the thermal conductivity of the material ( k ) , where hrad 
10 is the heat transfer coefficient and L is the thickness . In the Emissivity ( 8 ) is one an important quantity in radiation case of heating by convection , the heat transfer coefficient 

heat transfer because it determines how efficiently radiant ( h.cony ) for forced or free convection is used . For radiation , 
energy is absorbed . For objects that differ from a blackbody the concept of a heat transfer coefficient as a simple pro 
only in the percentage of radiation absorbed or emitted an portionality constant ( as in Equation 1 ) has to be modified 
each wavelength are called graybodies and have emissivities 15 because the driving force for radiation depends on ( T14-11 ) 
of e < 1 . The emissivities listed in various tables for different instead of AT . This problem can be circumvented by deriv 
materials are usually hemispherical emissivities which rep ing an approximate heat transfer coefficient for radiation 
resent the average emissivity over all wavelengths at all using the first term in a Taylor series expansion of oe ( T24 

T.4 ) , which gives hrad 40 € T , where the source temperature angles from a surface and require that none of the radiation ( TW ) is used . In the lumped capacitance model , the system is be reflected ( i.e. no shiny surfaces ) . described by a time constant , which is given by Equation 7 . 
A true blackbody is a theoretical object that is a perfect Equation 15. Thermal time constant for lumped capaci 

absorber and emitter of electromagnetic radiation at all tance model : 
wavelengths and is described by Equation 3. Real surfaces 
have molecules with chemical bonds that absorb and radiate 
electromagnetic energy in accord with their rotational , 
vibrational and electronic energy levels , which obey quan hrad A 
tum mechanics and therefore occur at discrete wavelengths 
( see FIG . 4 for CO2 and H2O at lower temperatures ) . The Equation 16. Predicted temperature response for a free 
two best examples relevant in fires are water and CO2 which 30 standing foil IR sensing element neglecting heat losses ( T. 
emit in discrete bands . The soot ( unburned carbonaceous is the temperature of the IR source and T ; is the starting 
particles ) glows and provides most of the graybody radiation temperature of the foil ) : 
upon which the molecular radiation is superimposed . FIG . 4 
shows that the higher the temperature , the more the curve of 
energy vs. wavelength approaches the shape of a blackbody 35 T ( t ) = ( T ; - Too le 7 + Too 
emitter because emission from soot dominates the IR emis 
sion . At lower temperatures radiation from water , CO2 , CO 
and other molecules dominates the emission and occurs at Resistance temperature detectors ( RTD ) use a fine wire 

through which a constant current flows while the resistance specific wavelengths . is measured . The resistance of most metals increases with Heat conduction occurs when there is a temperature temperature ( due to increased scattering of conduction elec 
gradient within a substance , regardless of whether it is a trons by lattice vibrations ) . The RTD can be calibrated to be 
solid , liquid or gas . Calculating the temperature gradient in extremely sensitive to small temperature changes . The fine 
a solid as a function of time ( i.e. transient heating ) requires wire is usually wrapped around a ceramic or glass core that 
solving ( Equation 5 ) which gives T ( x , y , z , t ) and in most is surrounded by a sheath to protect it from damage . One of 
cases numerical methods are used for complex geometries . 45 the reasons that RTDs are popular in the process industries 
For materials that are thin in the direction of heat conduc is that they are relatively immune to extraneous electrical 
tion , simplifying assumptions can be made if the tempera noise and are stable . Common metals used in RTDs include 

Pt , Ni , Cu , and W. ture gradient through the material ( for example a foil ) is Thermistors work by measuring the resistance of a semi negligible that reduce the transient heat conduction problem 50 conductor that has a constant current flow ( similar to the to algebra RTD ) . Thermistors excel when precise measurements of low Equation 13. Heat equation for conduction in 3 - dimen to moderate temperatures are required . In contrast to the 
sions : RTD , as the temperature of a thermistor increases the 

resistance decreases because electrons from the valance 
55 band ( or doping level ) are thermally promoted into the 

? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? V21 conduction band , which increases the number of charge 
pCpl a x2 O y2 072 carriers , and reduces the electrical resistance . As with the 

RTD , the thermistor requires a very stable constant current 
source , and because semiconductors are used , these devices If the foil is thick , the heat equation ( Equation 5 ) would 60 are usually limited to operating temperatures around 100 ° C. 

need to be solved because the surface facing the IR radiation IR thermometers use semiconductors such as PbS , Ge , Si , 
source would be significantly hotter than the back side InAs , and InSb , which have narrow windows of wavelengths 
where the thermocouple is attached . However , thin foils are to which they respond . For example , the most sensitive 
easily analyzed using a so - called lumped capacitance ther- detector ( lead sulfide ) detects radiation between 0.7 um - 3 
mal model ( Incropera and Dewitt 1985 ) . In this case , tem- 65 um . Indium antimonide ( InSb ) has a somewhat broader 
perature gradients can be ignored when the Biot number is ranger ( 1-10 um ) . Because all of the semiconductor based 
Bi << 1 ( Equation 6 ) . This situation is illustrated in FIG . 5 . detectors have limited bandwidth responses and because 

40 

?T k 
= ( ope + + 

?t 
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these responses are highly nonlinear with wavelength ( FIG . thermistors and RTDs are all heated by infrared radiation 
7 ) , semiconductor based IR detectors generally measure the and heated or cooled by convection depending on the 
intensity of radiation at one ( or sometimes two ) wavelengths temperatures of the air and temperature sensing device . 
and then fit the measured intensity to a graybody curve The dirty environment or a fire causes problems on 
( which corresponds to a particular temperature ) that has an 5 devices that rely on clean metal surfaces . For example , soot 
assumed emissivity ( which is selected on better instru- and ash can coat shiny metal surfaces ( low emissivity 
ments ) . The big advantage of semiconductor IR detectors is materials ) , changing their emissivity . 
that they are very sensitive and when the emissivity of the Aspirated thermocouples can measure air temperatures in 
emitter is known , can be very accurate ( 0.1-0.5 % ) . The buildings during fire . In an aspirated TC , the TC is sur 
disadvantages are that they not mechanically robust , cannot 10 rounded by a radiation shield and air is forced over the 
tolerate high temperatures ( like thermistors ) , require com- thermocouple at a high velocity . In effect , this increases the 
plex signal processing electronics and are relatively expen- forced convection heat transfer to be large enough that 
sive . convective controls the TC temperature . This approach 

Thermocouples are simple devices that rely on the dif- suffers from the limitation that it is not suitable for appli 
ference in potentials ( voltages ) that exist in two different 15 cations where the firefighter has to wear the device because 
metals as a result of a temperature gradient . Metals are good of the weight , complexity and mechanical unreliability of 
electrical conductors because they have electrons that are having to have a pump or heavy fan to generate air velocities 
more or less free to move through the crystal lattice under upwards of 100 m / s . 
the influence of a potential . When a wire has temperatures SuperPASSTM 3 is a commercial - off - the - shelf sensor . 
that are different at each end , electrons will diffuse from the 20 PASS devices equipped with a temperature sensor exhibit 
hot end to the cold end establishing an opposing internal very slow thermal responses ( 5-10 min ) ( FIG . 11 and FIG . 
potential that eventually stops the diffusion . The develop- 12 ) . 
ment of an internal potential in a metal that has a tempera- These references contain at least one of the following 
ture gradient is called the Seebeck effect . In metals where the limitations in regard to a portable burn warning device : 
conduction electrons exhibit nearly “ free - electron ” behavior 25 inability to accurately measure ( simultaneously ) infrared 
( Al , Mg , alkalis , etc. ) electrons diffuse toward the cold end radiation and convective heat , inability to work in the dirty 
and such metals have negative Seebeck coefficients ( FIG . 8 ) . fire environment , excessive weight , complexity , or mechani 
In other metals , the free electron picture does not really cal unreliability . 
apply and it appears as if the electrons diffuse toward the hot There remains a need in the art for a fast responding 
end leading to positive Seebeck coefficients ( Kasap 1997 ) . 30 temperature sensor that accurately responds to both infrared 

The sensitivity of this potential to temperature is termed ( IR ) radiation and convective heating threats , that can be 
the Seebeck coefficient ( Equation 9 ) . There is no way to placed on or near the helmet ( close to the SCBA face piece ) 
measure this potential without completing a circuit , so in a to provide the firefighter with a warning before high tem 
thermocouple , a second wire with a different Seebeck coef peratures can cause PPE failure . 
ficient is used for this purpose . The resulting voltage differ- 35 
ence between the metals is given by ( Equation 10 ) BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Equation 9. Seebeck coefficient : 
The present invention relates to a Burn Saver device and 

solves the limitations of the prior art . The present invention 
40 also relates to a durable , helmet - mounted Burn Saver device S Seebeck that has sensory ( audible , visual or vibratory ) alarms to alert 

firefighters when a firefighter is in an environment that is too 
Equation 10. Thermocouple voltage resulting from the hot for the firefighter's personal protective equipment ( PPE ) 

different Seebeck coefficients of two dissimilar metals : to provide adequate protection . Some examples of SCBA 
45 facemask failures the present invention can avoid include 

crazing 11 , bubbling 12 , and deformation 13 ( FIG . 1 ) . 
An embodiment of the present invention is a decoupling 

VAB = radiant and convective heat sensing device 100 , comprising : 
a first sensor 110 , wherein the first sensor is a thin , high 

50 thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first sensor has 
In most diagrams , a thermocouple is drawn as if it were a first surface area 115 , an obverse side 111 , a reverse side 

attached to the test specimen with the wires joined together 112 , a mass and a heat capacity ; a first high emissivity 
at a point because spot welding the wires together is the surface coating 113 on the obverse side of the first sensor , a 
easiest way to make a thermocouple ( FIG . 10 left ) . It should first thermocouple 114 operably connected to reverse side of 
be pointed out however , that the junction has nothing to do 55 the first sensor ; a second sensor 120 , wherein the second 
with generating the voltage VAB ; rather it is the difference in sensor is a thin , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein 
Seebeck coefficients of the two metals ( Equation 10 ) . There- the second sensor has a second surface area 125 , a second 
fore , a thermocouple can be made where both wires are sensor obverse side 121 a second sensor reverse side 122 , a 
attached to another conductor and the temperature measure- second sensor mass and a second sensor heat capacity ; a 
ments will be accurate so long as the ends attached to the 60 second high emissivity surface coating 123 on the obverse 
conductor are at the same temperature ( FIG . 10 right ) . FIG . side of the second sensor ; a second thermocouple 124 
9 shows specifications for various fine wire thermocouples operably connected to reverse side of the second sensor ; 
and their thermal response times . wherein , and the first surface area is larger than the second 

It is difficult to simultaneously measure the IR flux and surface area , and wherein the first sensor and the second 
ambient air temperature . Measuring the IR flux and ambient 65 sensor are mechanically coupled . 
air temperature independently is more difficult than it first An additional embodiment also further comprises : a pro 
appears to be simply for the reasons that thermocouples , cessor 130 ; and an alarm 140 , wherein the first thermocouple 
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114 , the second thermocouple 124 and the alarm 140 are In an embodiment the first surface area is at least 110 % of 
operably connected to the processor 130 . the second surface area , more preferably the first surface 

Another embodiment of the present invention is a decou- area is from 110 % to 1000 % of the second surface area , an 
pling radiant and convective heat sensing device 200 , com- even more preferably the first surface area is about 300 % of 
prising : a first sensor 210 , wherein the first sensor is a thin , 5 the second surface area . 
high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first sensor In a preferred embodiment the first thermocouple and the 
has a first surface area 215 , an obverse side 211 , a reverse second thermocouple are a chromel - alumel thermocouple . 
side 212 ; a first high emissivity surface coating 213 on the In an embodiment the first sensor further comprises is a 
obverse side of the first sensor ; a first thermocouple 214 thin , high thermal conductivity body with a thermal con 
operably connected to reverse side of the first sensor , a 10 ductivity of at least 5 W / m K at 600 degrees Kelvin , more 
second sensor 220 , wherein the second sensor is a thin , high preferably at least 19 W / m K at 600 degrees Kelvin , and 
thermal conductivity body , and wherein the second sensor more preferably at least 30 W / m K at 600 degrees Kelvin . 
has a second surface area 225 , an obverse side 221 , a reverse In a preferred embodiment a decoupling radiant and 
side 222 ; a second high emissivity surface coating 223 on convective heat sensing device , comprises a sensor 300 
the obverse side of the second sensor ; a second thermo- 15 having a thin , high thermal conductivity body 301 , an 
couple 224 operably connected to reverse side of the second obverse side 302 , a reverse side 303 , a high emissivity 
sensor ; wherein , the first surface area is larger than the coating 304 on the obverse side 302 , and a temperature 
second surface area , and wherein the first sensor and second sensor 305 attached to the reverse side 303 of the thin , high 
sensor are mechanically coupled ; a means of measuring the thermal conductivity body 301 . 
temperature output 150 from the first thermocouple and the In a preferred embodiment a decoupling radiant and 
second thermocouple ; a means of performing calculations convective heat sensing device 400 , comprises a sensor 
160 comprising calculating the rate of temperature change housing 430 , a first sensor 410 , wherein the first sensor is a 
for both the first thermocouple and second thermocouple and thin , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first 
then determining the heat flux and the ambient temperature sensor has a first surface area , a first obverse side 411 a first 
using formulas or reference tables ; and a means of alerting 25 reverse side 412 , and wherein the term “ thin ” is defined as 
a person 170 of hazardous fire conditions based on the having a Biot number less than 0.1 and temperature gradi 
calculated heat flux and ambient temperature . ents within the thin , high thermal conductivity body are 

In a preferred embodiment the first high emissivity coat negligible ; a first high emissivity surface coating 413 on the 
ing and the second high emissivity coating have essentially first obverse side ; a first temperature sensor 414 operably 
the same emissivity , and wherein the means of performing 30 connected to the first sensor reverse side , wherein the first 
calculations comprises the equation ( equation 18 ) : temperature - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a 

resistance temperature detector ; a second sensor 420 , 
wherein the second sensor is a thin , high thermal conduc 

0 ( T1 - T $ ) - hs Ts + h_TL tivity body , and wherein the second sensor has a second 
35 surface area , a second sensor obverse side 421 , a second ( hu - hs ) sensor reverse side 422 , and wherein the term “ thin ” is 

defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and tempera 
wherein , T? is the ambient temperature , is the emissivity of ture gradients within the thin , high thermal conductivity 
first and second high emissivity coating , o is the Boltzmann body are negligible ; a second high emissivity surface coat 
constant , T , is the temperature of the first sensor , Ts is the 40 ing 423 on the second sensor obverse side , a second tem 
temperature of the second sensor , he is the thermal conduc- perature - sensor 424 operably connected to the second sensor 
tivity of the second sensor , h , is the thermal conductivity of reverse side , wherein the second temperature - sensor is a 
the first sensor . thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance temperature 

In another embodiment he and hy are constants . detector , wherein , the first sensor 410 and the second sensor 
In another embodiment hs and h are determined by a 45 420 are positioned on the decoupling radiant and convective 

means of calculating comprising a look - up table and an heat sensing device 400 with the first sensor obverse side 
iterative calculation . 411 and the second sensor obverse 421 side facing in 

In a preferred embodiment the heat flux is calculated by different directions from each other . The device may option 
the means of performing calculations using the rate of ally further comprise : an electronic circuit ; and an alarm 
temperature change of the first sensor and the second sensor . 50 providing a warning of dangerous heat conditions , wherein 

In a preferred embodiment the first sensor and second the first temperature - sensor , the second temperature - sensor 
sensors are a metal foil . and the alarm are each operably connected to the electronic 

In a more preferred embodiment the metal foil is stainless circuit . Optionally , the alarm further comprises at least one 
steel that is about 0.002 inches thick . light providing a visual warning of dangerous heat condi 

In an alternative embodiment the first sensor and the 55 tions . or a transmitter that can send a wireless signal to warn 
second sensors are a hollow metal sphere . of dangerous heat conditions . 

In a preferred embodiment the first and second high In another embodiment , a device 500 comprises three 
emissivity coating comprises flat black paint . sensors ( 501 , 502 , and 503 ) connected to the sensor housing 

In a more preferred embodiment the first and second high 504 , wherein the three sensors are positioned on the decou 
emissivity coating further comprises iron - manganese - oxide 60 pling radiant and convective heat sensing device 500 with 
and copper - chromium - oxide . the first sensor obverse side , the second sensor obverse side 

In an even more preferred embodiment the first and and the third sensor obverse side all facing in different 
second high emissivity coating further comprises a heat directions from each other . 
resistant paint . In a preferred embodiment a decoupling radiant and 

In a preferred embodiment the first and second high 65 convective heat sensing device 600 , comprises a sensor 
emissivity coatings have an emissivity of at least 0.9 , more housing 660 , a first sensor 610 , wherein the first sensor is a 
preferably at least 0.95 . thin , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first 
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sensor has a first surface area , a first obverse side a first rations all have the same surface area . Instead of using two 
reverse side , and wherein the term “ hin ” is defined as sensors facing in the same direction , but each having two 
having a Biot number less than 0.1 and temperature gradi- different surface areas , the preferred embodiment of the 
ents within the thin , high thermal conductivity body are present invention uses two or more sensors with the same 
negligible ; a first high emissivity surface coating on the first 5 surface area , but facing in different directions ; thus , when 
obverse side ; a first temperature - sensor operably connected the radiant heat is emanating from a source there will be at 
to the first sensor reverse side , wherein the first temperature- least one sensor facing more directly to the radiant heat 
sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance tem- source and one facing " off - angle ” . The off - angle sensor will 
perature detector ; a second sensor 620 , wherein the second have a smaller effective surface area ( for radiation absorp 
sensor is a thin , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein 10 tion ) . This feature , having at least one sensor with a larger 
the second sensor has a second surface area , a second sensor effective surface area and at least one sensor with a smaller 
obverse side , a second sensor reverse side , and wherein the effective surface area is illustrated in the various views of 
term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 FIG . 39 , FIG . 40 and FIG . 41. The convective heat mea 
and temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal surement ( ambient temperature ) is not dependent on sen 
conductivity body are negligible ; a second high emissivity 15 sors ' directional orientation , but the radiant heat measure 
surface coating on the second sensor obverse side , a second ment is directly proportional to the effective surface area and 
temperature - sensor operably connected to the second sensor thus is directly dependent on the sensors ' directional orien 
reverse side , wherein the second temperature - sensor is a tation . Using five sensors arranged in the directions of a 
thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance temperature Catesian coordinate system provides the best coverage of 
detector , a third sensor 630 , wherein the third sensor is a 20 detecting both radiation and convection from any potential 
thin , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the third direction . 
sensor has a third surface area , a third obverse side a third In optional embodiments the device further comprises : a 
reverse side , and wherein the term “ thin ” is defined as means for measuring a temperature output from the first 
having a Biot number less than 0.1 and temperature gradi- temperature - sensor and the second temperature - sensor ; a 
ents within the thin , high thermal conductivity body are 25 means for determining the remaining time before a Self 
negligible ; a third high emissivity surface coating on the Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask will become com 
third obverse side ; a third temperature - sensor operably con- promised by dangerous heat conditions ; and a means for 
nected to the third sensor reverse side , wherein the third alerting a Self Contained Breathing Apparatus user how 
temperature - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a much longer the Self Contained Breathing Apparatus face 
resistance temperature detector , a fourth sensor 640 , wherein 30 mask will remain operable under hazardous heat conditions . 
the fourth sensor is a thin , high thermal conductivity body , In one example , the means for determining the remaining 
and wherein the fourth sensor has a fourth surface area , a time before a Self Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask 
fourth obverse side a fourth reverse side , and wherein the will become compromised by dangerous heat conditions 
term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 comprises : determining a hottest sensor and a coldest sensor 
and temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal 35 and calculating a weighted sum of : ( 1 ) a temperature 
conductivity body are negligible ; a fourth high emissivity increase rate of the hottest sensor , ( 2 ) a difference in the 
surface coating on the fourth obverse side ; a fourth tem- temperature of the hottest sensor and the coldest sensor , and 
perature - sensor operably connected to the fourth sensor ( 3 ) a temperature of the hottest sensor ; and using the 
reverse side , wherein the fourth temperature - sensor is a weighted sum to calculate how much longer the firefighter's 
thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance temperature 40 facemask will remain operable under hazardous heat con 
detector , a fifth sensor 650 , wherein the fifth sensor is a thin , ditions . 
high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the third sensor In a preferred embodiment , the Burn Saver Device has 
has a fifth surface area , a fifth obverse side a fifth reverse thin sensors all with equal surface areas , but facing in 
side , and wherein the term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot different directions so that when a radiant heat source is 
number less than 0.1 and temperature gradients within the 45 coming from a predominant direction the effective surface 
thin , high thermal conductivity body are negligible ; a fifth areas of at least two thin sensors is different ( one larger and 
high emissivity surface coating on the fifth obverse side ; a one smaller ) for radiation adsorption . 
fifth temperature - sensor operably connected to the fifth 
sensor reverse side , wherein the fifth temperature sensor is BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance temperature 50 
detector , wherein , the first sensor 610 , the second sensor FIG . 1. SCBA face pieces exposed to various fire condi 
620 , the third sensor 630 , the fourth sensor 640 and the fifth tions ( Mensch et al . 2011 ) 
sensor 650 are positioned on the decoupling radiant and FIG . 2. Fire classification as per Donnelly et al . 2006 and 
convective heat sensing device 600 with the first sensor Mensch et al . 2011 . 
obverse side , the second sensor obverse side , the third sensor 55 FIG . 3. Plot of Equation 3 for T = 500 ° C. 
obverse side , the fourth sensor obverse side and the fifth FIG . 4. Predicted radiance through ( IR transparency ) a 
sensor obvers side each facing in different directions from simulated combustion atmosphere at 600 ° C. as a function of 
each other . source temperature ( Amon and Pearson , 2010 ) . 
An optional embodiment is a Burn Saver Device 700 FIG . 5. Illustration of the simplification used in transient 

comprising the thin sensors 730 as described above pro- 60 heat transfer calculations when the temperature gradient in 
tected by a cage 720 all attached to a housing 710. The thin the material is negligible ( Incropera and Dewitt 1985 ) . 
sensors 730 face in different directions . The temperature- FIG . 6. Transient thermal response of a 2 mil stainless 
sensors 740 , for example thermocouples , extend into the steel foil ( Equation 8 ) to a 10 kW / m2 radiant heat flux . 
device 700 and are operably connected to an electronic FIG . 7. Sensitivity of various IR detectors ( Barron , 1999 ) . 
circuit 750 . FIG . 8. Seebeck coefficients ( efunda 2013 ) 

In a preferred embodiment the various sensors of the burn FIG . 9. Specifications for Omega Engineering fine wire 
saver device of the present invention in its various configu- thermocouples . 
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FIG . 10. Thermocouple with two methods of attachment surface area for radiation adsorption is dependent on the 
FIG . 11. Temperature response curves for PASS devices angle of approach to the device . 

as measured by Bryner et al . 2005 . FIG . 39B . Off - angle view of a Burn Saver Device having 
FIG . 12. Commercial PASS . two thin sensors facing in different directions . 
FIG . 13. Concept of Burn Saver device . FIG . 39C . Overhead view of a Burn Saver Device having 
FIG . 14. Fire Heat Flux classification ( Mensch et al . 2011 , two thin sensors facing in different directions with a heat 

Donnelly et al . 2006 ) . source facing off - angle from the side . 
FIG . 15. Thermal response of TDA's radiant detection foil FIG . 40A . Side view of a Burn Saver Device with three 

to a 10 kW / m² IR flux with the ambient air temperature at thin sensors facing in different directions . 
260 ° C. ( 500 ° F. ) . FIG . 40B . Overhead view of a Burn Saver Device with 
FIG . 16. An example of how a nonlinear response could three thin sensors facing in different directions . 

result in multiple pairs of Tambient and IR flux producing the FIG . 41A . Side view of a Burn Saver Device with five thin 
same temperature reading in a single temperature measure- sensors facing in different directions , all aligned with a 
ment device . Cartesian coordinate system . 

FIG . 17. Decoupling radiant and convective heat sensing 15 FIG . 41B . Off - angle side view of a Burn Saver Device 
device . with five thin sensors facing in different directions , all 
FIG . 18. First and second sensor . aligned with a Cartesian coordinate system . 
FIG . 19. Decoupling radiant and convective heat sensing FIG . 41C . Off - angle overhead view of a Burn Saver 

device with additional embodiments . Device with five thin sensors facing in different directions , 
FIG . 20. First and second sensor for device with addi- 20 all aligned with a Cartesian coordinate system . 

tional embodiments . FIG . 41D . Overhead view of a Burn Saver Device with 
FIG . 21. Measuring IR with an absorbing foil and air five thin sensors facing in different directions , all aligned 

temperature with an ordinary thermocouple . with a Cartesian coordinate system . 
FIG . 22. Measuring IR flux with an absorbing foil and FIG . 41E . Tilted overhead view of a Burn Saver Device 

ambient air temperature with a gold plated ( low emissivity ) 25 with five thin sensors facing in different directions , all thermocouple . aligned with a Cartesian coordinate system . 
FIG . 23. Fire environment makes using low emissivity FIG . 42. Burn Saver Device with thin sensors facing in 

thermocouple coatings impossible . different directions , a protective cage , housing , thermo 
FIG . 24. Temperature response curves for PASS devices couples , and an electronic circuit . 

as measured by Bryner et al . 2005 FIG . 43. Slope of front thermocouple used in the example 
FIG . 25. Burn saver device test apparatus . with Equation 19 as the values for " C1 " 
FIG . 26. Calibration data for IR source . FIG . 44. Difference between front thermocouple and the 
FIG . 27. Plot of radiative intensity versus wavelength coldest of other thermocouples , used as " C2 " in Equation 

( Equation 3 ) showing fraction of visible light , IR cutoff and 19 , per the example . 
re - radiation by hot glass lens . FIG . 45. Output value of the front ( hottest ) thermocouple , 
FIG . 28. Oven interior with IR lamp ( left ) and test used for “ C3 ” in Equation 19 . 

specimen ( right ) . FIG . 46. Output from Burn Saver for 26 different experi 
FIG . 29. Photograph of front foil test setup ( heated air ments . 

flow perpendicular to foils — into the page ; IR lamp faces the FIG . 47. Time - to - damage of polycarbonate samples vs. 
foils ) . 40 Burn Saver's output . 
FIG . 30. Rustoleum 7778 composition . FIG . 48. Scaled Burn Saver output vs heat flux measured 
FIG . 31. IR reflectance spectrum for Krylon 1602 Ultra with heat flux gauge . 

Flat Black spray paint applied to black nickel , 25º off the FIG . 49. Time - to - damage of polycarbonate vs scaled burn 
normal ( Hess 2001 ) . saver output . 
FIG . 32. Thermal response of TDA's radiant detection foil 45 

to a 10 kW / m2 IR flux with the ambient air temperature at DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
260 ° C. ( 500 ° F. ) . INVENTION 
FIG . 33. Burn Saver Device . The sensor measures IR flux 

in three directions , front , back , and top . The front sensor has The summary of the invention above and in the Detailed 
two elements in order to determine radiant heat flux and 50 Description of the Invention , and the claims below , and in 
ambient temperature . the accompanying drawings , reference is made to particular 
FIG . 34. Terms used in Equations 13 to Equation 17 . features of the invention . It is to be understood that the 
FIG . 35. Known conditions for calculating the heat trans- disclosure of the invention in this specification includes all 

fer coefficients for the large and small foils from the experi- possible combinations of such particular features . For 
mental data . 55 example , where a particular feature is disclosed in the 

FIG . 36. Results of ambient air temperature tests at 260 ° context of a particular aspect or embodiment of the inven 
C. and 160 ° C. using heat transfer coefficients determined at tion , or a particular claim , that feature can also be used , to 
200 ° C. for calculating the ambient temperature using Equa- the extent possible , in combination with and / or in the 
tion 18 for 4 m / s air velocity . context of other particular aspects and embodiments of the 
FIG . 37. Results of ambient air temperature tests at 110 ° 60 invention , and in the invention generally . 

C. , 130 ° C. and 160 ° C. for air velocities of 2 m / s ( left ) and The term " comprises ” and grammatical equivalents 
3 m / s ( right ) using heat transfer coefficients determined at thereof are used herein to mean that other components , 
200 ° C. for calculating the ambient temperature using Equa- ingredients , steps , etc. are optionally present . For example , 
tion 17 . and article " comprising " ( or “ which comprises " ) component 
FIG . 38. Thin sensor assemblies . 65 A , B , and C can consist of ( i.e. contain only ) components A , 
FIG . 39A . Side view of a Burn Saver Device having two B , and C , or can contain not only components A , B , and C 

thin sensors facing in different directions . The effective but also one or more other components . 
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The term “ at least ” followed by a number is used herein In the claims the term “ wireless signal ” is a term under 
to denote the start of a range beginning with that number stood in the art and is generically described as a radio signal 
( which may be a range having an upper limit or no upper or other electromagnetic signal outside of the typical fre 
limit , depending on the variable being defined ) . For quencies defined as “ radio ” . 
example , " at least 1 ” means 1 or more than 1. The term “ at In the claims the term “ Cartesian coordinate system ” is 
most ” followed by a number is used herein to denote the end widely understood in the field of mathematics . 
of a range ending with that number ( which may be a range In the claims the term “ metal foil ” means any thin metal 
having 1 or 0 as its lower limit , or a range having no lower material , which may include stainless steel ( non - limiting 
limit , depending on the variable being defined ) . For grades of stainless steel include 301 , 304 , 316 ) , as well as 
example , " at most 4 ” means 4 or less than 4 , and " at most 10 gold , silver , copper other metals or equivalents thereof . The 

term “ thin ” was defined above . 40 % ” means 40 % or less than 40 % . When , in this specifi In the claims the term “ a means for measuring a tempera cation , a range is given as “ ( a first number ) to ( a second ture output from the number ) ” or “ a first number ) - ( a second number ) ” , this temperature - sensor ” is to be 
interpreted to include all of the specific examples in the 

means a range whose lower limit is the first number and 15 following Specification . 
whose upper limit is the second number . For example 25 to In the claims the term “ a means for determining the 100 mm means a range whose lower limit is 25 mm , and remaining time before a Self Contained Breathing Apparatus 
whose upper limit is 100 mm . facemask will become compromised by dangerous heat 

In the claims the term thin means the dimensions of the conditions ” is to be interpreted to include all of the specific 
body are such that at least either the Biot number is Bi < 0.1 20 examples in the following Specification . 
or the time constant is less than r < 30 seconds . Thin bodies In the claims the term “ a means alerting a Self Contained 
may be flat foils , curved foils , round beads and the like . Thin Breathing Apparatus user how much time the Self Contained 
bodies have mass and a heat conduction length such that Breathing Apparatus facemask will remain operable under 
the Biot number ( Equation 6 ) is << 1 , specifically < 0.1 , more hazardous heat conditions ” is to be interpreted to include all 
preferably < 0.01 , and even more preferably < 0.001 , which 25 of the specific examples in the following Specification . 
means that temperature gradients inside the foil or bead can In the claims the term “ operable ” , in regard to “ Self 
be neglected . The time constant for thin bodies , when using Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask will remain oper 
the lumped thermal capacitance approximation ( Incropera able ” is to include being able to see through the fackmask . 
and Dewitt 1985 , Introduction to Heat Transfer , Wiley ) In an optional embodiment of the present invention , the 
which gives a time constant ( Equation 2 ) for calculating the 30 Burn Saver sensor has two sensor elements with different 
bead / foil temperature vs. time Equation 3 , is less than 30 surface areas . Sensor elements may be made from varying 
seconds , preferably T < 10 seconds , and even more preferably geometries including non - limiting examples : thin foils 

isks , squares , rectangles , small solid spheres , larger hollow T < 5 seconds . spheres or irregular shapes with high surface area to mass The obverse side means the front side of the sensor , which 35 ratio . The material is a high thermal conductivity material is facing the direction that the heat flux is measured . such as a metal . In one example , a sensor has two separate The reverse side means the opposite side as the obverse thin foils ( for example , but not limited to — stainless steel 
side . 0.002 " thick ) of different sizes ( surface areas ) that are facing Sensor mass is the mass of the high thermal conductivity forward ( obverse ) and used to measure the forward ambient 
material of the sensor body . 40 temperature . Both foils are heated radiantly and convec 

The sensor heat capacity is the measured or calculated tively , but because of their different sizes , they have different 
heat capacity of the high thermal conductivity material of convective heat transfer coefficients , which are used to 
the sensor body . calculate the ambient temperature based on the different 

Delta T / delta t is the same expression as AT / At and is the thermal responses of the two sensors . 
change in temperature divided by the change in time . The first surface area is at least 110 % of the second 

In the claims the term “ temperature - sensor ” means a surface area , more preferably the first surface area is from 
thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance temperature 110 % to 1000 % of the second surface area , an even more 
detector , or equivalents thereof . preferably the first surface area is about 300 % of the second 

In the claims the term “ electronic circuit ” means elec- surface area . 
tronic content monitoring chips , solid state devices , pro- 50 The sensors have a high emissivity coating on the obverse 
grammable devices , a voltage input card and a personal side that absorbs IR and is not detrimentally affected by soot 
computer , a small electronic device and a portable power or ash . In one non - limiting example the high emissivity 
source , a programmable chip , an electronic chip , computers , coating is flat black paint , such as barbeque grill repair spray 
personal computers , electronic monitoring chips , solid state paint . 
electronics , hard - wired electronics , programmable elec- 55 A thermocouple is connected to the reverse side of each 
tronic devices , or equivalents thereof . sensor . The thin , highly conductive sensor material mini 

In the claims the term “ alarm ” means either a signal light , mizes the transient heat effects . 
an audible sound emitting device , a siren , a buzzer or A housing holds both of the sensors in close proximity . 
vibrator , a device that can emit a wireless signal to another The coated , obverse sides of both sensors face the direction 
device ( such as wifi , Bluetooth or other electromagnetic 60 that is being measured and the thermocouples are attached to 
wave or radio signal ) , or equivalents thereof . the reverse side . 

In the claims the term “ visual warning " comprises a light The thermal conductivities of each sensor are known , for 
or a display such as a heads up display that can be observed example by experimental determination during manufac 
by the human eye . ture , construction or design . The thermocouples attached to 

In the claims the term “ transmitter ” can mean a wifi or a 65 each sensor are monitored as a function of time by an 
Bluetooth signal generator , or other radio frequency emitter , electronic content monitoring chip , or the like . Other 
or equivalents thereof . examples include , but are not limited to , personal comput 

45 
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ers , solid state devices and programmable devices . The value in FIG . 14 ) a smaller separate high IR absorptive foil 
temperature is calculated by the electronic component ( s ) is placed next to , but not touching , the foil used to measure 
using equation 18 , which uses the difference in the measured the heat flux on the front - facing sensor ( FIG . 13 ) . The 
temperatures of the two sensor bodies . The heat flux is difference between these two foils is that they have different 
calculated by the measurement on a single sensor body ( or 5 surface areas . Based on the measurement of temperature vs. 
on multiple sensor bodies evaluated individually ) using time of these two independent sensors ( using equation 18 ) 
equation 12. The safety data , such as the fire classifications both the heat flux and the ambient air temperature can be 
in FIG . 2 , are contained in data files on the electronic calculated . 
components . The device uses the calculated temperature and In a preferred embodiment the first and second high 
heat flux and the safety data to determine which type of 10 emissivity coatings have an emissivity of at least 0.9 , more 
hazard exists . Signals are then exported to operably con- preferably at least 0.95 . 
nected warning devices such as lights , speakers or vibrators In use , if the radiation flux is q / a210 kW / m2 or T2260 ° C. 
to warn the firefighter of the present hazards . ( transition to a Class IV fire ) electronic components attached 
FIG . 13 shows an example of a housing structure for a to the thermocouples are designed to trigger audible and 

Burn Saver device . The Burn Saver device may be mounted 15 visual alarms ( or any other desired alarm type such as a 
onto a firefighter helmet with strong clips and is designed to vibrating buzzer ) for the firefighter , and optionally simulta 
have temperature sensors facing front , optionally back , and neously send a wireless signal to the fire commanders . An 
optionally up . In the example shown , three sensors are used additional embodiment is that it can also be programmed to 
because infrared radiation detection is directional . The sen- provide intermediate warnings at any desired set of condi 
sor housing may be made from a thermally , resistant high 20 tions , for example , corresponding to transitioning between 
impact polymer . The device may detect thermal dangers in the different classes of fire shown in FIG . 14. For example , 
10-20 seconds . it would be useful to know when one has just entered a Class 

In light of the accepted classification of fires and the III fire environment ; in this case a warning / alarm would be 
prescribed safety procedures in each classification ( as shown triggered for q / az2 kW / m ? or T2160 ° C. and the alarm could 
in FIG . 14 ) , there is a need to independently determine the 25 be different than it would be for the Class IV situation where 
radiant ( infrared ) heat flux and the environmental air tem- q / a210 kW / m² or T2260 ° C. ( i.e. different sound , tone , 
perature to accurately assess the firefighter's thermal hazard . strobe flashing sequence , etc. ) . 
The present invention can measure both the ambient air The diagram in FIG . 17 is an example of a Burn Saver 
temperature ( y - axis ) and infrared ( IR ) radiative heat flux device . Infrared radiation is absorbed by high emissivity 
( x - axis ) . This is done by using two dissimilar sized sensor 30 coated , thin stainless steel foils . Thermocouples measure the 
elements in at least one direction ( in FIG . 13 the front facing temperature of the sensor bodies . The thermocouples are 
side has the two sensors ) . In one example , on the top and operably connected to a voltage input card and a personal 
back - facing sensors there may be only one element each . All computer which measures the voltage , determines the tem 
of the elements are heated by infrared as well as convection perature vs. time , and also performs the calculations 
from hot air . The ambient temperature is calculated by the 35 described in this application ( Equation 12 and equation 18 ) . 
difference in the thermal response of the two front facing It should be understood to a Person Having Ordinary Skill 
foils , and changes in the radiant heat load ( for all sensors ) in The Art that the personal computer can be replaced by a 
are measured by the rate of temperature increase as a small electronic device and a portable power source such as 
function of time ( FIG . 15 ) . a battery . Both foils are heated by IR and convection ; 
By measuring both the IR flux and ambient temperature 40 however , the device calculates the values of the radiant heat 

( rather than making a single measurement ) it is possible to flux and ambient temperature from the thermal responses of 
make measurements in an environment where the air tem- the two dissimilar sized sensors . The foil temperatures are 
perature is high but the radiative heat flux is low ( e.g. measured using fine wire thermocouples and the TC outlet 
adjacent to a fire where there are no flames , but where voltages ( millivolts ) can be processed by a programmable 
superheated air from elsewhere has entered the room ) , or 45 chip . The chip ( or personal computer as in the illustrated 
conversely , to be exposed to a high heat flux in a cooler example ) is programmed to calculate the rate of temperature 
temperature environment ( e.g. outside of a burning structure rise ( AT / At ) , which is then used to calculate the heat flux in 
where the flame wall produces very high radiant energy but kW / m² using the known mass and heat capacity of the foil , 
the outside air temperature may be not much higher than the or foils if multiple heat flux measurements are taken . A 
ambient air temperature away from the fire ) . Therefore , the 50 second sensor foil in the front ( that has a smaller surface 
problem with simply calibrating the temperature of a single area ) is placed next to the IR flux measurement foil . Its TC 
sensor device in a variety of fire environments ( combina- voltage is also converted into a temperature signal . The 
tions of ambient temperature and radiant heat flux ; i.e. programmable chip then calculates the ambient temperature 
various points as in FIG . 16 ) is that there will be more than based on the different thermal responses of the two front 
one combination of ambient temperature and IR flux that 55 facing foils ( equation 18 ) . If the radiant flux is greater than 
gives the same single sensor temperature ( i.e. the responses 2 kW / m² , or the air temperature is higher than 160 ° C. , then 
may be non - linear ) . a warning is sounded that the firefighter has transitioned 

In one example a thin , low mass metal foils that are coated from a Class II to a Class III fire . The means of altering is 
with a high temperature , flat black , baked - on paint that has either a visual warning for example a light and / or an 
an emissivity of e = 0.94 ( i.e. it absorbs 94 % of incident 60 auditory signal from a speaker or a tactile warning from a 
radiation at all wavelengths ) . The temperature of the metal vibrator , for example . Each of these means of alerting is 
foil is measured using a fine - wire chromel - alumel thermo- operably connected to the electronic chip or computer . The 
couple spot welded to the back . The rate of temperature device also comprises a power source , for example a battery , 
increase ( AT / At ) is used to calculate change in radiant heat to power the electronic chip . If the flux is 10 kW / m² or 
flux ( using equation 12 ) ; which gives the x - axis value in 65 higher , or the temperature is 260 ° C. or higher an emergency 
FIG . 14. To measure the ambient air temperature in the alarm is sounded because one has transitioned into a Class 
presence of free , forced or mixed convection ( the y - axis IV fire , which requires immediate egress . Using two front 
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foils simultaneously measuring radiant heat flux and ambi- efficiently heated by IR is used to measure temperature . For 
ent temperature it is possible to measure the temperature example , see FIG . 21 and FIG . 22. FIG . 21 shows the results 
+ 10 ° C. , while responding to a change in radiant heat flux in using a plain thermocouple sticking out in the air to measure 
less than 10 seconds . The Burn Saver device responds to the ambient temperature . As shown on the graph at the left , 
both convection ( free and forced ) and radiation ( discussed 5 when the heater is turned on , radiant heating is significant 
next ) and the ambient temperature is calculated based on the with the bare thermocouple ( that has a 304SS sheath ) . FIG . 
difference in the thermal response of two different sized 22 shows the same experiment were we first plated the 
metal foil sensor elements . thermocouple with gold by physical vapor deposition in the 

Emissivity is an important property for the Burn Saver apparatus we use to Au coat specimens for scanning electron 
device . The coating can be acetylene black , which has an 10 microscopy ) . Clean , polished Au has a emissivity of about 
emissivity of e = 0.97 . More preferably , the high emissivity 0.01 < e < 0.02 meaning that 98-99 % of the IR is reflected 
coating is a baked - on flat black , high temperature paint that from the Au coated surface . Note that in FIG . 22 , when the 
has a measured emissivity of e = 0.94 ( i.e. 94 % of all the EM IR heater is turned on , the air temperature TC does not 
is absorbed ) . By using a high emissivity absorber in our respond indicating that convection is the main mechanism 
Burn Saver , absorb energy at all wavelengths and use the 15 for heat transfer to the Au plated TC . While this is an 
amount of energy absorbed as a function of time to calculate excellent solution to the problem for clean environments , 
radiant heat flux . firefighting environments are very dirty ( FIG . 23 ) and any 

Using a high emissivity coating on a thin metal foil Au plated surface would be quickly contaminated . This in 
ensures that the Burn Saver can detect IR at all wavelengths . turn would increase its emissivity and its ability to absorb 
The absorption of the IR energy raises the temperature of the 20 IR . For example , simply putting a fingerprint on the Au 
foil , which is measured with a thermocouple , and the rate of coated TC bead increases the emissivity from about < = 0.02 
temperature increase ( AT / At ) is used to calculate the incident to 0.2 meaning that the TC now absorbs 10x as much IR 
IR heat flux in kW / m² . Conduction is the third mechanism compared to the clean polished Au surface . As a result , Burn 
for heat transfer and it is important in the Burn Saver Saver of the present invention measures the IR flux and 
because the temperature of the foil must be measured rapidly 25 ambient air temperature in an environment where the sen 
and accurately ( conduction is also an important consider- sors may be exposed to soot , ash , smoke , steam , liquid water 
ation when minimizing heat losses down the thermocouple and other contaminants . 
wires or to any insulation touching the foils ) . In a preferred embodiment the first sensor further com 

For materials that are thin in the direction of heat con- prises is a thin , high thermal conductivity body with a 
duction ( such as metal foils ) , simplifying assumptions can 30 thermal conductivity of at least 5 W / m K at 600 degrees 
be made if the temperature gradient through the foil is Kelvin , more preferably at least 19 W / m K at 600 degrees 
negligible that reduce the transient heat conduction problem Kelvin , and more preferably at least 30 W / m K at 600 
to algebra . degrees Kelvin . 

In an example , the radiation sensing element is a thin 
( 0.002 inch ) stainless steel foil that has been coated with a 35 Example 1 : Heat Testing Apparatus 
high temperature flat black paint ( 8 = 0.94 ) . To obtain maxi 
mum sensitivity to absorbed infrared ( IR ) radiation , the foil An apparatus for testing the Burn Saver device was 
must have low mass ( to minimize its total heat capacity ) and constructed and calibrated to operate in free and forced 
high surface area ( to maximize the amount of intercepted IR convection , and in radiation heat transfer modes ( FIG . 25 ) . 
radiation ) . When suddenly exposed to a high IR heat flux , 40 The heat transfer modes match key set points derived from 
the temperature of the foil increases rapidly . research efforts by Mensch et al . 2011 and Donnelly et al . 

For example , with a source temperature of 800K the Biot 2006 that describe the heat fluxes and air temperatures used 
number for a 2.0 mil thick foil is Bi = 0.001 which is << 1 , to classify fires into four hazard types ( FIG . 14 ) . 
meaning that the lumped capacitance assumptions are valid . The apparatus acts like a convection oven that has been 

For a 0.75 inch diameter stainless steel foil 0.002 inch 45 designed so that both convective and radiative heat loads can 
thick ( k = 22 W / mK , Cp = 477 J / kgK , p = 7900 kg / mº ) , the time be varied simultaneously and independently . Calibration of 
constant is about 1.7 sec . The thermal response time the unit was done to characterize the output of the radiant 
decreases as the temperature of the IR source increases heater at stepped power input levels . 
because this increases hrad = 408Th in the denominator of The radiant power level was obtained by using the IR 
Equation 7. This effect allows one to calculate the radiant 50 source to heat a round aluminum billet that had been coated 
heat flux from the rate of temperature rise of the foil . The with acetylene black ( E = 0.97 ) . The calorimeter was in direct 
temperature vs. time behavior is then given by Equation 8 , line of sight with the IR source . The heat flux can be 
an example of which is plotted in FIG . 6 , where Ti is the determined by measuring the temperature rise of the metal 
initial ambient air temperature ( in this example 250 ° C. ) and billet as a function of time . It is thick enough to have a 
To is the radiant source temperature ( 400 ° C. ) . 55 reasonably large mass , but thin enough so that Bi << 1 , thus 

Thermocouples can be used to measure both the tempera- avoiding internal temperature gradients ( which allows tran 
ture of the ambient air ( y - axis in FIG . 2 ) and thermal sient heating to be analyzed in terms of a lumped thermal 
radiation heat flux ( x - axis in FIG . 2 ) because they are capacitance as discussed earlier ) . Blackened aluminum was 
inexpensive , mechanically robust , can withstand very high used because aluminum has a very high thermal conductiv 
temperatures , and do not require complex electronics for 60 ity , which decreases the Biot number . Knowing the mass of 
operation . Also , a thermocouple can easily be spot welded to the billet , its heat capacity , the cross sectional area of the 
the back of the foil . blackened surface facing the IR source , and the temperature 

In a comparative example of a related device that can only rise ( AT / At ) , the IR flux can be calculated . Equation 11 is 
operate in clean environments , a high emissivity coated used to calculate the radiant heat flux ( for simplicity , shown 
material ( such as a foil disk ) is used to absorb IR ( it will also 65 here without the corrections we make for conductive losses 
be heated convectively ) and a second temperature sensing to the thermocouple wires , the insulation in which the billet 
element that has very low emissivity so that it is not very is mounted , as well as free convection losses at the front face 
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of the billet ) . In calibrating the IR source all of the heat when coated with acetylene black ( that has a known e = 0.98 ) . 
losses are taken into account . FIG . 26 shows some of the The Rustoleum 7778 is a durable heat - cured coating that can 
calibration data . withstand the adverse conditions expected when using the 

Equation 11. Calculation of heat flux using calorimetry : Burn Saver in a firefighting environment . 
5 

AT 
Example 3 : Testing a Burn Saver Device : Two 
Sizes of Detector Foils are Used in the Front 

Sensor kW 
Flux = mbiller CPAL AT 

Abillet face 
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m2 
10 
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The infrared source was a projector bulb with varied 
amount of applied power . Despite the fact that the bulb emits 
considerable visible light ( its main function ) , if one calcu 
lates the intensity of radiation as a function of wavelength 
for a 2000K filament using Equation 3 , one finds that only 
about 10 % of the electromagnetic radiation is in the visible 
part of the spectrum ; and that 90 + % of energy is emitted in 
the infrared ( FIG . 27 ) . The visible spectrum spans from 
about 0.39x10-6 m < visible light < 0.7x10-6 m ( 400-700 
nanometers ) . Power to lamp and distance to test article are 
adjusted to give 10 kW / m2 thermal radiation . FIG . 28 shows 
the lamp 801 in front of a test article 802 . 

The temperature vs. time data from the two foils is used 
to calculate the heat flux ( equation 12 ) and ambient tem 
perature ( equation 18 ) . 

Calculating the radiative heat flux is done using the data 
from the front , top and back thin foil sensors ( FIG . 33 ) . 
Alternative designs are possible with more or fewer sensors 
in different direction . IR is directional because it is electro 
magnetic radiation . The heat flux ( kW / m² ) is calculated 
( equation 12 ) the same way that we calibrated our IR source 
with the calorimeter except that our thermal masses ( the 
foils ) are much smaller than the mass of the blackened 
aluminum billet . In FIG . 32 the sensor foil heats up to steady 
state in about 6 seconds after the 10 kW // m ? IR source is 
switched on , which gives a heating rate of 26 ° C./sec . The 

25 slope of the temperature vs. time curve is used to calculate 
the radiant heat flux using Equation 12 . 

Equation 12. Radiant heat flux from slope of T vs. t : 

20 

Example 2 : An Example of a Burn Saver Device 
with One Square and One Rectangular Sensing 

Element 

AT 
foil AT Flux = 

m4 ? A foil 

In this example two front facing foils of different size are 
used to simultaneously measure radiant heat flux and ambi- 30 

Q m foil Cp ent temperature ( FIG . 29 ) . The large foil 901 is 0.25 inches 
by 0.75 inches and the small foil 902 is 0.25 inches by 0.25 
inches . Both foils are heated radiantly and convectively , but 
they have different convective heat transfer coefficients 
because of their different sizes , which permits calculating 35 The approach for determining whether a firefighter is in 
the ambient temperature . This example also uses an optional danger requires independently measuring the heat flux and 
flow straightening device 904 attached to the front of the ambient temperature , as per the fire classification scheme 
Burn Saver that increases the convective heat transfer coef shown in FIG . 2. While calculating the IR flux is relatively 
ficients substantially by increasing the amount of flow that straight forward , calculating the ambient temperature is 
directly impinges onto the foils . This modification does not 40 much more difficult , especially in an environment filled with 
block any IR and protrudes 0.25 " . Thermocouple wires 903 smoke , water and other materials that make it impossible to 
are attached to the foil . maintain clean surfaces ( such as low ? surfaces that would 

The IR sensor foils were coated with a high temperature , only be heated conve ely ) . To determine the ambient 
high emissivity , flat - black spray paint ( Rustoleum 7778 , temperature , the device if the present invention uses iden 
high - heat , barbeque black , FIG . 30 ) . In this and most high 45 tical emissivity coatings on two foils that have different 
temperature spray paints the black pigments are iron - man- surface areas which are mounted in proximity and on the 
ganese [ ( Fe , Mn ) 304 ] and copper chromium oxide spinels front side of the Burn Saver ( FIG . 33 ) . By having different 
( CuCr204 ) . The term spinel refers to the crystal structure , surface areas , the ambient temperature can be calculated 
which is based on the structure of the mineral spinel because the convective heat transfer coefficients of the two 
( MgA1,04 ) . The pure iron end member of ( Fe , Mn ) 304 is the 50 foils are different . Equation 13 through Equation 17 shows 
familiar mineral magnetite ( Fe3O4 ) . Other ingredients the mathematical derivation of the ambient temperature ( TA ) 
include mineral spirits and ethyl benzene ( solvent carriers from the heat balance for the foils in terms of the two foil 
that evaporate ) , and magnesium silicate ( which based on the temperatures ( T? and Ts ) , using empirically determined 
CAS number is talc ( Mg ; Si_010 ( OH ) 2 ) . The paint is cured values of the heat transfer coefficients for the large ( hy ) and 
at high temperature where presumably the talc dehydroxy- 55 small ( hs ) foils . T ) is the temperature of the detector 
lates and eventually converts into MgSiOz ( Galwey and housing . 
Brown 1999 ) , and in the process , cements the Fe — Mn and At steady state , the heat into each sensor foil ( given by 
Cu - Cr oxide particles to the surface . It is the FeMn and Equation 13 and Equation 14 ) equals the heat out . Because 
Cu Cr spinels that impart high emissivity to the paint . the amount of heat transferred into each foil is proportional 
FIG . 31 is a reflectance spectrum of anther optional flat 60 to the total surface area of the foil subjected to the IR 

black high temperature paint ( Krylon 1602 ) between 2.5 and radiation , the heat balances for each foil can be equated 
16.7 um . Up to 12 um the reflectivity is never more than ( Equation 15 and Equation 16 ) and the ambient temperature 
1.5 % ( 0.015 ) meaning that in this region the absorptivity a can be calculated ( Equation 17 ) once the values for the large 
and therefore the emissivity < = 0.985 . Krylon 1602 uses the and small foil heat transfer coefficients are known . In the 
black oxide spinel pigments as does Rustoleum 7778. We 65 example device ( FIG . 33 ) , the larger of the two foil elements 
have measured the emissivity of the Rustoleum 7778 in the ( 0.25 " x0.75 " ) has an area that is approximately 3 times the 
laboratory to be e = 0.94 based on calibrating our calorimeter area of the smaller foil ( 0.25 " x0.25 " ) . As a result , the heat 
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transfer coefficients for the two foils are different enough to possible to calculate heat transfer coefficients for the foil 
permit accurate calculation of the ambient air temperature . detectors from first principles . The approach in the present 

Equation 13. Heat balance for larger foil : invention is to empirically determine the heat transfer coef 
ficients for the large and small foils on the front of the Burn Qu = E0A ( T24 ) hz Az ( T2 - TA ) + K 4?Ti - TD 5 Saver under controlled , known conditions by fitting experi 

Equation 14. Heat balance for smaller foil : mental data ( FIG . 35 ) , and then use those values of h to 
Qs = 0As ( I ' $ 4 ) + hAs ( Is - T2 ) + KFASTS - TD calculate the ambient temperature when the device is being 

used in different conditions . Using this approach with rela Equation 15. Relationship between heat into larger and tively high air flow rates ( e.g. 4 m / s ) the calculated ambient 
smaller foils : temperature can be accurate to less than + 10 ° C. , ( FIG . 36 ) . 

In the above example a personal computer was used as the 
means of calculating , however know equivalents may be 
substituted . 

As In FIG . 35 , the actual air temperature was T = 200 ° C. Air 
15 from a heat gun that was calibrated with an anemometer to 

Equation 16. Heat balance between foils : produce a velocity of 4 m / s was then directed toward the two 
sensor foils with the direction of flow perpendicular to the EO ( T24 ) nz ( T2 - T4 ) + K?Tz - To = € 0 ( T'S4 ) + ( Is - TX ) + foils . At the same time that the heat gun was started , the IR KSI's - TD lamp was turned on producing a heat flux of 10 kW / m2 . The 

Equation 17. Calculation of ambient temperature : 20 temperature of each foil was then recorded as a function of 
time ( FIG . 35 ) . 

With the data in an Excel spreadsheet , Equation 18 was 
ET ( T1 - T $ ) - hs Ts + h_T1 - Tp ( KL - Ks ) - KsTs + K_TL used to calculate the ambient temperature with the heat TA ( hu - hs ) transfer coefficients for the large and small foils being 

25 adjusted until the calculated ambient air temperature was 
equal to the known air temperature of 200 ° C. Subsequently , With negligible conductive heat losses Equation 17 

becomes Equation 18 . the experiment was repeated using air from the heat gun at 
260 ° C. ( 500 ° F. ) and 160 ° C. ( 320 ° F. ) and the ambient Equation 18. Simplified ambient temperature calculation : temperature was calculated using Equation 18 using the 

30 same heat transfer coefficients that we empirically deter 
mined at 200 ° C. FIG . 36 shows that the predicted ambient ET ( T | - T $ ) – hs Ts + h? Tu TA = temperature was within + 10 ° C. ( + 18 ° F. ) of the actual value . 

( hu - hs ) Since this represents the higher end of the air velocities 
observed in fires , we repeated these experiments at lower air 

Definitions of the variables used in 35 velocities , including 2 m / s . The results of those experiments 
Equation 13 through Equation 18 are given in FIG . 34 . are shown in FIG . 37. The ambient air temperatures were 

110 ° C. , 130 ° C. and 160 ° C. , and the air velocities were 2 
Example 4 : Exemplary Means of Measuring the m / s and 3 m / s . As the air velocity decreases , the values of the 
Temperature Output from the First Thermocouple actual ( not assumed ) heat transfer coefficients decrease 

and the Second Thermocouple 40 which decreases hz - hs in the denominator of Equation 18 
and increases the absolute error . Nevertheless , even at a low 

Examples of means of measuring the temperature output air flow of 2 m / s ( 4.5 mph ) the accuracy is still within about 
include thermocouples , a preferred thermocouple being 30 ° C. ( 54 ° F. ) . As expected the accuracy of the calculated 
chromel - alumel , wires , voltmeters , voltage measuring ambient temperature is better at the higher velocity of 3 
devices , power sources to operate thermocouples and volt- 45 m / s — about 25 ° C. ( 45 ° F. ) . This level of accuracy is 
age measuring devices , formulas or tabulated data to convert sufficient for alarm purposes in the Burn Saver and therefore 
measured voltages to a measured temperature based on eliminates the need for complicated temperature measure 
known voltage output vs. temperature correlations or esti- ments with devices such as aspirated thermocouples ( which 
mations . work extremely well when very accurate temperature mea 

50 surements are needed , but are not portable due to the bulky 
Example 5 : Exemplary Means of Performing ancillary equipment needed such as pumps ) . 

Calculations Comprising Calculating the Rate of In should be understood by a Person Having Ordinary 
Temperature Change for Both the First Skill in The Art that the above equations can be replaced by 

Thermocouple and Second Thermocouple and then a means of calculating comprising a reference table and an 
Determining the Heat Flux and the Ambient 55 iterative calculation . 

Temperature Using Formulas or Reference Tables 
Example 6 : Exemplary Means of Alerting a Person 

Means of performing calculations include computers , of Hazardous Fire Conditions Based on the 
personal computers , electronic monitoring chips , solid state Calculated Heat Flux and Ambient Temperature 
electronics , hard - wired electronics and programmable elec- 60 
tronic devices that are capable of operating the calculations The means of calculating the temperature and heat flux , 
in equation 12 and equation 18 , and the like . Additional and the corresponding thermal hazards , is operably con 
variations beyond the specific examples are possible . Typi- nected to the means of alerting . For example , the computer 
cal air velocities in a fire vary from about 2 m / s to as high ( or alternative equivalent such as listed above ) , after a 
as 4-5 m / s ( e.g. with ventilation ) ( Bryant 2009 ) . The air flow 65 particular hazard has been determined , can send a signal to 
can approach the front of the Burn Saver in many directions a light , a lamp , an light emitting diode , a speaker , a vibrator , 
and velocities , which rapidly change . As a result , it is not or the like , to warn the firefighter of the danger . 
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FIG . 38 shows the embodiments of the sensor compo- In optional embodiments the Burn Saver Device 700 
nents used in the Burn Saver . A thin , high thermal conduc- comprises sensors 730 protected by a cage 720. The tem 
tivity body is coated ( on the obverse side ) with a high perature - sensors 740 are attached to a housing 710 , and 
emissivity coating . On the reverse side , a temperature - sensor extend through the housing and are operably connected to an 
is attached . The “ temperature - sensor ” is a term used in the 5 electronic circuit 750 . 
claims that was defined above and is understood to include The means for measuring a temperature output from the 
thermocouples , thermistors and resistance temperature temperature - sensors includes thermocouples , a preferred 
detectors . The “ temperature - sensor ” is not to be confused thermocouple being chromel - alumel , thermistors , resistance 
with the “ sensor ” , which is an assembly comprising the thin , temperature detectors , wires , voltmeters , voltage measuring 
high thermal conductivity body , the high emissivity coating 10 devices , power sources to operate thermocouples and volt 
and the " temperature - sensor ” . age measuring devices , formulas or tabulated data to convert 

The various views of FIG . 39 illustrate a Burn Saver with measured voltages to a measured temperature based on 
known voltage output vs. temperature correlations or esti two sensors with the obverse sides facing at 90 degrees from mations . 

each other . It is understood that other angles are also The means for determining the remaining time before a possible . FIG . 39A shows the Burn Saver with one of the Self Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask will become 
sensors edge - on , while FIG . 39B shows the same device compromised by dangerous heat conditions comprises deter 
slightly off - angle . FIG . 39B illustrates how the effective mining the hottest sensor and the coldest sensor and using 
surface area of the high emissivity coating 423 is smaller the temperature signals from both along with calculations or 
than the surface area of 413. If radiant heat is collected by 20 reference tables to calculate or determine the remaining time 
these two sensors with this angle , the larger effective surface before the facemask becomes compromised . In other 
area one ( 410 ) will become hotter than the smaller surface embodiments the means for determining the remaining time 
area one ( 420 ) . This is a preferred feature of the invention : before a Self Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask will 
although the sensors are actually the same surface area , they become compromised by dangerous heat conditions com 
have differing effective areas when the radiation comes from 25 prises : determining a hottest sensor and a coldest sensor and 
a particular direction . FIG . 39C further illustrates how the calculating a weighted sum of : ( 1 ) a temperature increase 
directional heat source creates difference effective surface rate of the hottest sensor , ( 2 ) a difference in the temperature 
areas for the two sensors . 414 is a temperature - sensor of the hottest sensor and the coldest sensor , and ( 3 ) a 
attached to the reverse side of sensor 410. High emmisivity temperature of the hottest sensor ; and using the weighted 
coating 413 is on the obverse side 411. On sensor 420 the 30 sum to calculate how much longer the firefighter's facemask 
obverse side is shown as 421 and the reverse side is 422. The will remain operable under hazardous heat conditions . 
high emissivity coating 423 is on the obverse side 421. The The means for alerting a Self Contained Breathing Appa 
temperature - sensor 424 is attached to the reverse side 422 . ratus user how much longer the Self Contained Breathing 
Both sensor 420 and sensor 410 are mechanically attached Apparatus facemask will remain operable under hazardous 
to a sensor housing 430 . 35 heat conditions includes an " alarm ” , which means either a 

FIG . 40 illustrates a three - sensor version of the Burn signal light , an audible sound emitting device , a siren , a 
Saver . In this example ( 500 ) three sensors 501 , 502 , and 503 buzzer or vibrator , a device that can emit a wireless signal 
are mechanically attached to sensor housing 504. They are to another device ( such as wifi , Bluetooth or other electro 
positioned facing in different directions . The 120 - degree magnetic wave or radio signal ) , or equivalents thereof , and 
alignment combined with the backward - leaning mounting 40 also optionally a separate device receiving a signal or a 
allows three sensors to fully scan an entire hemisphere of wireless signal from the Burn Saver for example a heads up 
potential heat threats around the Burn Saver . display or other electronic device , or equivalents thereof . 

The various views of FIG . 41 illustrate a preferred In an preferred embodiment of the invention the Device 
embodiment of the invention where five sensors are used in contains two sensors with their obverse side facing in 
a fully orthogonal ( or Cartesian coordinate system ) align- 45 different directions and both having the same surface area . 
ment . Burn Saver Device 600 has five sensors 610 , 620 , 630 , When radiant heat approaches the Device from an off angle 
640 and 650. These sensors are analogous to those illustrated the effective surface area of one sensor is smaller than the 
in FIG . 38 and FIG . 39 , with the thin , high thermal conduc- other sensor , and the one with the larger effective surface 
tivity body , the high emissivity coating on the obverse side area ( of the high emissivity coating ) gets hotter faster . In a 
and the temperature sensor mounted to the reverse side . The 50 more preferred embodiment the Device has five sensors all 
five sensors are mechanically mounted to a sensor housing facing in different directions , and all mutually orthogonal to 
660 , and are aligned with the five obverse sides all facing in the others and all five sensors have the same surface area . As 
different directions . Specifically , in this example the five in the case of the two sensor Device , there will be at least one 
sensors are aligned on a Cartesian coordinate system . ( of the five ) sensor with s smallest effective surface area and 
A Cartesian coordinate system is widely understood in the 55 at least one other with the largest effective surface area for 

field of mathematics . This is a three - dimensional Cartesian incident thermal radiation from one direction . These will be 
coordinate system also known as a three axis Cartesian the hottest and coldest sensors , and used to decouple the 
coordinate system . A Cartesian coordinate system for a effects of ambient temperature and radiated thermal energy . 
three - dimensional space means choosing an ordered triplet The following is an example of a Burn Saver Device with 
of lines ( axes ) that are pair - wise perpendicular and have an 60 details on the calculations that may be used in optional 
orientation for each axis . This alignment is also referred to embodiments of the invention . The Burn Saver device is 
as being orthogonal , or where all three axes are pair - wise designed to accurately warn firefighters about possible dam 
orthogonal to the other , in all combinations . age to their SCBA visors ( facemask ) and alert them as to 

The five sensor device configuration 600 ( with orthogo- how much time they have left before damage occurs , based 
nal / Cartesian alignment ) allows the Burn Saver to scan an 65 upon the thermal environment that they are currently facing 
entire hemisphere with even more precision than the three- as well as the thermal history of the polycarbonate SCBA 
sensor version 500 of FIG . 40 . visor . 
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We fabricated a Burn Saver , which has an array of sensors Using the current Burn Saver output , we can accurately 
facing orthogonal directions ( forward , up , down , left , and predict when damage to a fire fighter's mask will occur , but 
right ) with a special coating designed to help them absorb the absolute value of the output response has no specific 
thermal radiation , The Burn Saver has been tested exten- physical meaning , such as heat flux . Instead it is just a value 
sively in controlled conditions and it reliably produces 5 which can be correlated to the time - to - damage for the 
alarms under conditions that should produce damage in polycarbonate samples . In order to imbue the Burn Saver's 
polycarbonate . output response with some physical meaning , we attached a 
We prepared samples of polycarbonate , the material used heat flux gauge to our thermal test chamber and ran experi 

in a firefighter's mask , which tends to be the part most ments under the same conditions . Using this data , we scaled 
susceptible to heat damage , and tested them in a specially 10 the burn saver data so that its response would approximate 
designed wind tunnel where we could control the air tem thermal heat flux in W / m² . The relationship between the 

Burn Saver's scaled output and the heat flux measured by perature , aft flow rate , and infrared ( IR ) flux , Under certain our heat flux gauge is shown in FIG . 8. The Burn Saver's high heat conditions ( high air temperature , high IR flux , or output is not precisely heat flux , but still gives the user an a combination ) the polycarbonate samples would fan . We 15 accurate value and its numbers can now be put into context recorded the time - to - damage ( TTD ) for each of these of high or low heat flux environments . samples under a wide variety of conditions , Note that it is not possible to simply use a heat flux gauge Next we placed the Burn Saver Device into the wind ( instead of the Burn Saver ) because the heat flux gauge tunnel and ran the same experiments using the same air requires a reservoir of cooling water in order to keep one of temperature , air flow rate , and IR flux . The Burn Saver 20 its surfaces at a constant temperature . This requirement collected temperature histories for the center sensor , as well would be extremely difficult to fulfill for a device intended as the four other sensors ( front , up , down , left , and right ) . to be worn by firefighters . Since the wind tunnel maintains steady state conditions , the With the proper scaling so that the Burn Saver output output from the Burn Saver should produce an output with matches ( as well as possible ) the heat flux , we end up with a very fast response time and level off toward a steady state 25 a graph that correlates the scaled Burn Saver output to the value . time - to - damage for the polycarbonate ( FIG . 49 ) . Addition To achieve those simultaneous goals of fast response and ally , this Burn Saver output also gives a good sense of the steady output , we used a weighted superposition of three sets heat flux in W / m2 that the polycarbonate is experiencing . 
of data that the Burn Saver collects , the slope of the front 
thermocouple ( response shown in FIG . 43 and labeled as C1 30 considerable detail with reference to certain preferred ver Although the present invention has been described in 
in equation 19 ) , the difference between the front thermo sions thereof , other versions are possible . For example , other couple and the lowest value of the other thermocouples sensor shapes or materials are possible and other sensor ( response shown in FIG . 44 and labeled as C2 ) , and the body configurations are possible such as forward facing value of the front thermocouple ( response shown in FIG . 45 only , forward and backward facing . Therefore , the spirit and and labeled as C3 ) . These three components were weighted , 35 scope of the appended claims should not be limited to the and then added together and were able to achieve a fast description of the preferred versions contained herein . response time with minimal undershoot / overshoot and flat The reader's attention is directed to all references which steady state operation . The three weights for the three are filed concurrently with this specification and which are components were wl = 8 , w2 = 1 , and w3 = 1.5 respectively . incorporated herein by reference . The total Burn Saver output is then calculated using Equa All the features in this specification ( including any tion 19 : accompanying claims , abstract , and drawings ) may be 

replaced by alternative features serving the same , equivalent Burn Saver Output = ( w1.C1 ) + ( w2.C2 ) + ( w3.03 ) or similar purpose , unless expressly stated otherwise . Thus , 
The output responses from the Burn Saver over 26 unless expressly stated otherwise , each feature disclosed in 

different experiments are displayed in FIG . 46. In these 45 one example only of a generic series of equivalent of similar 
experiments , air temperature varies from 118 ° C. - 260 ° C. , features . Any element in a claim that does not explicitly state 
air flow rate varies from 0 meters per second ( m / s ) to 5 m / s , “ means for ” performing a specified function , or " step for ” 
and IR flux varies from 0 Watts per square centimeter performing a specific function , is not to be interpreted as a 
( W / cm² ) to 10 W / cm² . In every case , the rise time is less “ means ” or “ step ” clause as specified in 35 U.S.C. § 112 | 
than 3 seconds , undershoot / overshoot of the steady state 50 6 or 35 U.S.C. § 112 ( f ) . 
value is less than 35 % , and steady state is reached from The present invention provides a sensor system for use in 
undershoot or overshoot in less than 15 seconds . Further , a Burn Saver device that responds in to changes in thermal 
when looking at the effect of undershoot or overshoot on the radiation . The device may have a rapid response in < 10 sec 
Burn Saver's predicted mask failure , undershoot or over- and to changes in ambient air temperature in < 2 minutes . 
shoot changes predicted times by less than 5 seconds . 55 Thermal IR presents the greatest hazard because it can 
Next , we plotted the Burn Saver's steady state output change rapidly to very high levels . The device measures the 

versus TTD for the polycarbonate samples under the same radiative heat flux using the rate of temperature increase as 
conditions ( shown in FIG . 47 ) . We found that these two sets a function of time and Equation 12. Measuring the ambient 
of data correlated well across all of the experimental con- air temperature is more difficult because in the dirty fire 
ditions that we investigated . At higher Burn Saver response 60 fighting environment , all types of temperature measuring 
values , the data all lies along a shallow line . At lower Burn devices can become coated with soot , smoke , water etc. 
Saver response values , the data lies along a steep line . We Thus , the present invention provides a means to calculate the 
are still performing experiments to fill in the space between ambient air temperature based on the differences in convec 
the two lines . Based on this data , we could predict a tive heating for two different sized thin foils that are exposed 
time - to - damage for a given Burn Saver response , and use 65 to the same IR flux . Based on the heat balance the device can 
that prediction to warn a firefighter about when their mask calculate the ambient air temperature using Equation 17 and 
is going to fail . Equation 18. For this to work , however , the convective heat 
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transfer coefficients for the large and small foils under well 3. The device of claim 2 , wherein the alarm further 
controlled conditions must first be empirically determined comprises at least one light providing a visual warning of 
and then values are used as constants in Equation 17 and dangerous heat conditions . 
Equation 18 , by the device . With measures of the radiant 4. The device of claim 2 , wherein the alarm further 
heat flux ( kW / m ? ) and the ambient temperature ( T2 ) , the 5 comprises a transmitter that can send a wireless signal to 
Burn Saver device can assess the thermal hazard as per the warn of dangerous heat conditions . 
fire classification method described by Mensch et al . 2011 , 5. The device of claim 1 , further comprising : 
and Donnelly et al . 2006. Their classification in turn , gives g . a third sensor , wherein the third sensor is a thin , high 
a maximum amount of time for the firefighter to spend in thermal conductivity body , and wherein the third sensor 
that environment without danger of PPE failure ( in particu has a third surface area , a third sensor obverse side , a 

third sensor reverse side , and wherein the term " thin " lar the face piece of the SCBA ) . Because the Burn Saver is defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and device will work in the smoky and soot filled fire environ 
ments where other temperature measuring equipment fails , temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal 

conductivity body are negligible ; 
the Burn Saver is the first device that is portable and h . a third high emissivity surface coating on the third inexpensive enough for each firefighter to carry with them in sensor obverse side , 
the field . As a result , the Burn Saver could significantly i . a third temperature - sensor operably connected to the 
increase firefighter safety . third sensor reverse side , wherein the third tempera 

ture - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resis 
What is claimed is : tance temperature detector , 
1. A decoupling radiant and convective heat sensing and wherein , the first sensor , the second sensor and the 

device , comprising : third sensor are positioned on the decoupling radiant 
a . a first sensor , wherein the first sensor is a thin , high and convective heat sensing device with the first 

thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first sensor sensor obverse side , the second sensor obverse side 
has a first surface area , a first sensor obverse side , a first 25 and the third sensor obverse side all facing in dif 
sensor reverse side , and wherein the term “ thin ” is ferent directions from each other , and each facing 
defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and one of the six directions of a three - dimensional 
temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal Cartesian coordinate system , such that a first vector 
conductivity body are negligible ; orthogonal to the first sensor obverse side , a second 

b . a first high emissivity surface coating on the first 30 vector orthogonal to the second sensor obverse side 
obverse side ; and a third vector orthogonal to the third sensor 

c . a first temperature - sensor operably connected to the obverse side , are aligned such that the first vector , the 
first sensor reverse side , wherein the first temperature second vector and the third vector are all each 
sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance parallel to a different axis of a Cartesian coordinate 
temperature detector ; system . 

d . a second sensor , wherein the second sensor is a thin , 6. The device of claim 1 , wherein the first thin , high 
high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the sec- thermal conductivity body and the second thin , high thermal 
ond sensor has a second surface area , a second sensor conductivity body are each a metal foil . 
obverse side , a second sensor reverse side , and wherein 7. The device of claim 6 , wherein the metal foil is stainless 
the term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less 40 steel that is at most 0.010 inches thick . 
than 0.1 and temperature gradients within the thin , high 8. The device of claim 7 , wherein the metal foil is stainless 
thermal conductivity body are negligible ; steel that is at most 0.002 inches thick . 

e . a second high emissivity surface coating on the second 9. The device of claim 1 , wherein the first high emissivity 
sensor obverse side , coating and the second high emissivity coating each com 

f . a second temperature - sensor operably connected to the 45 prises flat black paint . 
second sensor reverse side , wherein the second tem- 10. The device of claim 9 , wherein the high emissivity 
perature - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a coating and the second high emissivity coating each further 
resistance temperature detector , comprises iron - manganese - oxide and copper - chromium - ox 
and wherein , the first sensor and the second sensor are ide . 

positioned on the decoupling radiant and convective 50 11. The device of claim 1 , wherein the first temperature 
heat sensing device with the first sensor obverse side sensor is a thermocouple and the second temperature - sensor 
and the second sensor obverse side facing in different is thermocouple and each comprises a chromel - alumel ther 
directions from each other , and each facing one of mocouple . 
the six directions of a three - dimensional Cartesian 12. The device of claim 1 , wherein the first high emis 
coordinate system , such that a first vector orthogonal 55 sivity coating and the second high emissivity coating have 
to the first sensor obverse side and a second vector an emissivity of at least 0.9 . 
orthogonal to the second sensor obverse side are 13. The device of claim 12 , wherein the first high emis 
aligned such that the first vector and the second sivity coating and the second high emissivity coating have 
vector are each parallel to a different axis of a an emissivity of at least 0.95 . 
Cartesian coordinate system . 14. The device of claim 1 , wherein the first sensor further 

2. The device of claim 1 further comprising : comprises a first thin , high thermal conductivity body with 
g . an electronic circuit ; and a thermal conductivity of at least 19 W / m K at 600 degrees 
h . an alarm providing a warning of dangerous heat con- Kelvin , and the second sensor further comprises a second 

ditions , thin , high thermal conductivity body with a thermal con 
wherein the first temperature - sensor , the second tem- 65 ductivity of at least 19 W / m K at 600 degrees Kelvin . 

perature - sensor and the alarm are each operably 15. The device of claim 14 , wherein the first thin , high 
connected to the electronic circuit . thermal conductivity body and the second thin , high thermal 
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conductivity body each has a thermal conductivity of at least 0. a fifth temperature - sensor operably connected to the 
30 W / m K at 600 degrees Kelvin . fifth sensor reverse side , wherein the fifth temperature 

16. The device of claim 1 wherein the first surface area is sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance 
equal to the second surface area . temperature detector , 

17. A decoupling radiant and convective heat sensing 5 and wherein , the first sensor , the second sensor , the 
device , comprising : third sensor , the fourth sensor and the fifth sensor are 

a . a first sensor , wherein the first sensor is a thin , high positioned on the decoupling radiant and convective thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first sensor heat sensing device with the first sensor obverse side , has a first surface area , a first sensor obverse side a first the second sensor obverse side , the third sensor sensor reverse side , and wherein the term " thin " is 10 obverse side , the forth sensor obverse side and the defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and fifth sensor obverse side each facing in a different temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal 
conductivity body are negligible ; direction from each other , and each facing one of the 

b . a first high emissivity surface coating on the first six directions of a three - dimensional Cartesian coor 
obverse side ; dinate system , such that a first vector orthogonal to 

c . a first temperature - sensor operably connected to the the first sensor obverse side , a second vector 
first sensor reverse side , wherein the first temperature orthogonal to the second sensor obverse side , a third 
sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance vector orthogonal to the third sensor obverse side , a 
temperature detector ; forth vector orthogonal to the forth sensor obverse 

d . a second sensor , wherein the second sensor is a thin , 20 side , and a fifth vector orthogonal to the fifth sensor 
high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the sec obverse side are aligned such that the first vector , the 
ond sensor has a second surface area , a second sensor second vector , the third vector , the forth vector and 
obverse side , a second sensor reverse side , and wherein the fifth vector are all each parallel to a different axis 
the term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less of a Cartesian coordinate system . 
than 0.1 and temperature gradients within the thin , high 25 18. The device of claim 17 wherein the first surface area , 
thermal conductivity body are negligible ; the second surface area , the third surface area , the fourth 

e . a second high emissivity surface coating on the second surface area and the fifth surface area are all equal to each 
sensor obverse side , other . 

f . a second temperature - sensor operably connected to the 19. A decoupling radiant and convective heat sensing 
second sensor reverse side , wherein the second tem- 30 device , comprising : 
perature - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a a . a first sensor , wherein the first sensor is a thin , high 
resistance temperature detector , thermal conductivity body , and wherein the first sensor 

g . a third sensor , wherein the third sensor is a thin , high has a first surface area , a first sensor obverse side a first 
thermal conductivity body , and wherein the third sensor sensor reverse side , and wherein the term “ thin ” is 
has a third surface area , a third sensor obverse side , a 35 defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and 
third sensor reverse side , and wherein the term " thin " temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal 
is defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and conductivity body are negligible ; 
temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal b . a first high emissivity surface coating on the first 
conductivity body are negligible ; obverse side ; 

h . a third high emissivity surface coating on the third 40 c . a first temperature - sensor operably connected to the 
sensor obverse side , first sensor reverse side , wherein the first temperature 

i . a third temperature - sensor operably connected to the sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resistance 
third sensor reverse side , wherein the third tempera temperature detector ; 
ture - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resis- d . a second sensor , wherein the second sensor is a thin , 
tance temperature detector , high thermal conductivity body , and wherein the sec 

j . a fourth sensor , wherein the fourth sensor is a thin , high ond sensor has a second surface area , a second sensor 
thermal conductivity body , and wherein the fourth obverse side , a second sensor reverse side , and wherein 
sensor has a fourth surface area , a fourth sensor obverse the term “ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less 
side , a fourth sensor reverse side , and wherein the term than 0.1 and temperature gradients within the thin , high 
“ thin ” is defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 50 thermal conductivity body are negligible ; 
and temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal e . a second high emissivity surface coating on the second 
conductivity body are negligible ; sensor obverse side , 

k . a fourth high emissivity surface coating on the fourth f . a second temperature - sensor operably connected to the 
sensor obverse side , second sensor reverse side , wherein the second tem 

1. a fourth temperature - sensor operably connected to the 55 perature - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a 
fourth sensor reverse side , wherein the fourth tempera resistance temperature detector , 
ture - sensor is a thermocouple , a thermistor or a resis- and wherein , the first sensor and the second sensor are 
tance temperature detector , positioned on the decoupling radiant and convective 

m . a fifth sensor , wherein the fifth sensor is a thin , high heat sensing device with the first sensor obverse side 
thermal conductivity body , and wherein the fifth sensor 60 and the second sensor obverse side facing in different 
has a fifth surface area , a fifth sensor obverse side , a directions from each other , 
fifth sensor reverse side , and wherein the term " thin " is g . an electronic circuit ; and 
defined as having a Biot number less than 0.1 and h . an alarm providing a warning of dangerous heat con 
temperature gradients within the thin , high thermal ditions , 
conductivity body are negligible ; wherein the first temperature - sensor , the second tem 

n . a fifth high emissivity surface coating on the fifth perature - sensor and the alarm are each operably 
sensor obverse side , connected to the electronic circuit , 
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i . a means for measuring a temperature output from the 
first temperature - sensor and the second temperature 
sensor ; 

j . a means for determining remaining time before a Self 
Contained Breathing Apparatus facemask will become 5 
compromised by dangerous heat conditions ; and 

k . a means for alerting a Self Contained Breathing Appa 
ratus user how much longer the Self Contained Breath 
ing Apparatus facemask will remain operable under 
hazardous heat conditions . 

20. The device of claim 19 , wherein the means for 
determining remaining time before a Self Contained Breath 
ing Apparatus facemask will become compromised by dan 
gerous heat conditions comprises : 

determining a hottest sensor and a coldest sensor and 15 
calculating a weighted sum of : 
1 ) a temperature increase rate of the hottest sensor , 
2 ) a difference in the temperature of the hottest sensor 

and the coldest sensor , and 
3 ) a temperature of the hottest sensor ; 

and using the weighted sum to calculate how much longer 
the firefighter's facemask will remain operable under 
hazardous heat conditions . 
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